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Abstract

Supporting the early phases of design requires, among others, support for the specification and use of multiple and evolving repre-
sentations, and for the exchange of information between these representations. We consider a complex adaptive system as a model for the
development of design representations, and present a semi-constructive algebraic formalism for design representations, termed sorts, as a
candidate for supporting this approach. We analyze sorts with respect to the requirements of a complex adaptive system and compare it
to other representational formalisms that consider a constructive approach to representations. We demonstrate the advantages of sorts in
various examples, illustrate its use to support the specification of design queries and the recognition of emergent information, and con-
sider sorts in relationship to integrated product models.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Building design is a multi-disciplinary process, involving
participants, knowledge and information from various
domains. Building design problems, therefore, require a
multiplicity of views, each distinguished by particular inter-
ests and emphases. Each actor in the design process takes
his or her own professionally oriented view—derived from
an understanding of current problem solution techniques in
the respective domain. Each view, in turn, requires a differ-
ent representation of the same (abstract) entity; a building
may be considered in its entirety, as a shape, a collection of
parts or some grouping of properties. As such, different
views—or different representations—may derive from dif-
ferent design stages, and may also support different persons
or applications within the same design stage. Even within
the same task, or by the same person, various representa-
tions may serve different purposes defined within the prob-
lem context and the selected approach. This is certainly
true in architecture, where the design process, by its explor-
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atory and dynamic nature, invites a variety of approaches
and representations (see, for example, [1]). Any man-
machine system to aid the designer must recognize his reli-
ance on multiple representations [2].

There has been concerted effort in developing integrated
product models that span multiple disciplines, multiple
methodologies and support different views (e.g., [3]). Vari-
ous modeling schemes for defining product models and
ontologies also exist (e.g., [4,5]). These allow for the
development of representations in support of different dis-
ciplines or methodologies, and enable information
exchange between representations and collaboration across
disciplines. Such efforts tend to characterize an a priori
top-down approach: an attempt is made at establishing
an agreement on concepts and relationships, which offer
a complete and uniform description of the project data,
mainly independent of any project specifics [6]. We are con-
cerned how data can be effectively structured a posteriori.
Research in cognitive science and design cognition has
shown that expertise in both problem solving and design
often relates to having access to more and better represen-
tations [7,8]. This is especially true in architecture, Akin
refers to architecture in this respect as a ‘‘representation
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saturated problem domain’’ [9]. Importantly, the outcome
of the design process relates to the representation that is
used. Furthermore, architectural design differs from other
forms of problem solving in that the problems in architec-
ture are generally ill-structured; defining the problem space
is an intricate part of the design activity [8]. As the problem
shifts during the design process, so should the representa-
tion adapt. Design representations may be as much an out-
come of as a means to the design process.

To clarify our aims we present an example. Within the
conceptual phase of design, architects and designers study
relevant precedents and collect and look at design and
other documents as sources of knowledge and inspiration
[10]. Generally, electronic design document libraries or
image archives serve to collect this information, separately
from the CAD or modeling environment that is used to
shape the design. In this paper, we present a formalism
for constructing design representations that can assist in
specifying and maintaining relationships between design-
related documents and the elements within a CAD model.
Specifying such relationships helps to organize the infor-
mation contained within these documents in relation to
the CAD model. Consider a representational structure that
reflects on (part of) the CAD model, for example composed
of element IDs and descriptions. A corresponding data
construct can easily be generated, automatically, from the
CAD data. This representational structure can then be
extended to allow for document references to be associated
with the CAD elements. Using a graphical interface, the
user can specify both the references and their associations
to CAD elements. When the CAD model is subsequently
changed, the data reflecting on the CAD model can be
regenerated, while the associated data can be retrieved
from the original representational structure using an auto-
matic conversion based on the matching of both represen-
tational structures. The formalism here considered
supports such matching of representational structures, by
means of a subsumption relationship over representational
structures and a behavioral specification for data con-
structs. Merging both data constructs re-associates the doc-
ument references to the CAD elements, on condition that
the respective element IDs have not changed.
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the process of relating design documents to CAD
sortal construction applies only once, initially.
Let us denote the representational structures con-
structed by means of this formalism as sortal representa-
tions. Consider the construction of sortal representations
as compositions of other sortal representations through
the use of two compositional operators, an attribute oper-
ator specifying an object–attribute relationship between
two sortal representations and an addition operator speci-
fying a disjunctive relationship between sortal representa-
tions. For instance, the representational structure that
reflects on part of the CAD model can be expressed as a
composition of element IDs and element descriptions
under the attribute relationship (denoted ‘^’):

element_ids ^ element_descriptions

The user can associate document references to CAD ele-
ments through a sortal representation that is similarly com-
posed of element IDs and document references using the
attribute relationship:

element_ids ^ document_references

Both sortal structures can subsequently be added, yield-
ing the following sortal representation (‘^’ distributes over
‘+’):

element_ids ^ (element_descriptions + document_references)

The resulting sortal structure can be matched back to
the sortal representation element_ids ^ document_refer-
ences in order to extract the associations from the CAD-
derived data. These can be updated, if necessary, through
the user interface. At the same time, the CAD-derived data
can be regenerated from the CAD model. Repeating the
sortal addition of both structures yields once again the
entire sortal structure, relating design documents to CAD
elements. Fig. 1 offers a schematic overview of the entire
process.

A similar application can be considered for associating
cost data to CAD elements and calculating production or
construction costs. A corresponding user interface can
allow the user to associate component or material types
elements using sorts. Filled arrows denote automatic sortal conversions; *
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with related cost information to selected CAD elements. If
the cost information is specified per unit length, area or
volume, such information can be extracted from the
CAD data to support the automatic calculation of overall
costs. For this purpose, the formalism here presented
enables the specification and integration of data functions
into sortal structures, applying to selected property attri-
butes of sortal representational components and automat-
ically calculating the result of the function. Other examples
can be similarly constructed. An application framework
that offers the flexibility to associate various kinds of exter-
nal data (e.g., images, documents, material data, cost data)
in various compositions to CAD data within a commercial
CAD application is one example of the kind of representa-
tional flexibility we aim at.

In the subsequent sections, we consider in detail how we
can provide the user access to the specification of a design
representation, and the means to create and adapt design
representations according to the designer’s intentions in
the task at hand. We consider the specification of a design
representation as a continuous process of adaptation and
refinement, and consider a complex adaptive system as a
model for such specification in the context of complex
design representations. We present a formal approach,
named sorts, for specifying design representations that
offers support for the exchange of information between
these representations. We analyze sorts with respect to
the requirements of a complex adaptive system and com-
pare it to other representational formalisms that consider
a constructive approach to representations. We demon-
strate the advantages of sorts in various examples, illustrate
its use to support the specification of design queries and the
recognition of emergent information, and consider sorts in
relationship to integrated product models.

2. A complex adaptive system

A Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is a multi-agent sys-
tem with certain typical characteristics, such as complexity,
self-similarity, emergence and self-organization [11–13].
For example, Dooley considers three key principles of a
CAS: ‘‘order is emergent as opposed to predetermined,
and the state of the system is irreversible and often unpre-
dictable’’ [12]. We consider a CAS here as a model for the
development of design representations and apply these
three key principles to the continuous process of adapta-
tion and refinement of design representations in the context
of the design activity. The outcome of the design process is
generally unpredictable, as it is indeterminately related to
the—initially, ill-defined—design requirements and the
design process. Under the assumption that the design rep-
resentation is intricately related to the design outcome, this
representation is also unpredictable. Furthermore, the state
of a design and its representation is in principle irreversible

as changes to the representational structure can result in
data loss. Finally, with respect to the emergence of order

in the development of a design representation, we refer to
Prigogine and Stengers [14]: ‘‘Order arises from complexity
through self-organization.’’ In the context of constructing a
design representation, the process of self-organization
takes on the form of human communication or correspon-
dence, leading to an agreement on the representation that
prevails in the system (see also [15]). This communication
may be considered among different users or between the
user and the design application (correspondence between
the user’s mental model and the application’s design
representation).

The basic building blocks of a CAS are agents. Depend-
ing on the application domain, these agents may constitute
biological cells, human individuals, or software processes.
‘‘Agents are semi-autonomous units which seek to maxi-
mize some measure of goodness, or fitness, by evolving
over time. Agents scan their environment—which includes
both other agents within the CAS as well as the external
environment—and develop schema representing interpre-
tive and action rules’’ [12]. In the context of constructing
design representations, we consider designers as agents,
but confine their objective to the maximization of the fit-
ness of their representational view. We consider design rep-
resentations as the schema they develop, and consider a
constructive approach to defining design representations,
such that they may evolve from smaller, more basic repre-
sentations. ‘‘These schema are rational bounded: they are
potentially indeterminate because of incomplete and/or
biased information; they are observer dependent because
it is often difficult to separate a phenomenon from its con-
text, thereby identifying contingencies; and they can be
contradictory’’ [12]. Design representations reflect on the
designers’ views of the design task at hand. These views
may depend on past experiences and new insights, on the
design process and expectations of how this process will
evolve, and on communication and exchange with other
designers. Changes to the design representation offer
opportunities for changes to the design, on the other hand,
changes to the design may necessitate changes to the design
representation. Though a design representation must
always be precisely defined, its definition may be based
on partial and biased information. ‘‘Schemas exist in mul-
titudes and compete for survival’’ [12]. Designers rely on
multiple representations that may change over time.

3. Constructing design representations

We consider the use of multiple and evolving design rep-
resentations, where changes in these representations result
from communication among designers and between the
designer and the design application. For this purpose, we
consider a constructive approach to design representations
where representations may evolve from smaller, more basic
representations. Typically, a representation is a complex
structure of properties and constructors, and a representa-
tion may be a construction of another [16]. As such, an
approach to constructing representations in terms of other
representations can be considered, in which correspondence
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can be achieved through the adaptation of the representa-
tional structure of properties and constructors and by
agreement on the naming of representations, or parts
thereof. For example, van Leeuwen and Fridqvist [17]
describe a property-oriented data modeling approach in
which design concepts are represented as flexible networks
of objects and properties. In contrast to traditional model-
ing approaches, an object has no predefined set of proper-
ties and the composition of properties defining an object
can be changed at any time. Under this property-modeling
approach, correspondence can be achieved through the
development (over time) of the network of objects and
properties and by agreement on the naming of objects.

Such a constructive approach can greatly benefit from a
formal framework that allows for representations of the
same entity to be compared and related with respect to
scope and coverage, in order to support translation and
identify where exact translation is possible. Considering a
representation as a complex structure of properties and
constructors, comparing alternative representations
requires a comparison of their respective properties and
their mutual relationships, and of the overall construction.
Such a comparison will not only yield a possible mapping
in support of information exchange, but also uncover
potential data loss when moving data from less-restrictive
to more-restrictive representations. For example, Stouffs
et al. [16] were able to show, using a subsumption relation
defined on well-known solid models, that information loss
between some of these solid models is inevitable. Subsump-
tion is a powerful mechanism for comparing alternative
representations of the same entity. When a representation
subsumes another, the entities represented by the latter
can also be represented by the former representation, with-
out any data loss.

There are many representational formalisms that con-
sider the subsumption relationship in order to achieve par-
tially ordered representational structures; most are based
on first-order logic. Applied to building design, a good
example is Woodbury et al. [18], who adopt typed feature
structures as a model for design space exploration. Like
many other formalisms, typed feature structures consider
a record-like data structure for representing data types.
Record-like data structures facilitate the encapsulation of
property information in (a variation of) attribute/value
pairs [19]. Furthermore, the properties may themselves
be typed feature structures, i.e., expressed in terms of
record-like data structures, containing (sub)properties.
Then, the subsumption relationship defines a partial order-
ing on feature structures. Furthermore, the algebraic oper-
ations of intersection and union (or others similar) may be
defined on feature structures so that the intersection of two
feature structures is subsumed by either structure, and the
union of two feature structures subsumes either structure.

Key to typed feature structures is the notion of partial
information structures and the existence of a unification
procedure that determines if two partial information struc-
tures are consistent and, if so, combines them into a single,
new (partial) information structure. Typed feature struc-
tures further consider a type hierarchy and a description
language, where each type defines a corresponding descrip-
tion. The subsumption relation between feature structures
extends the subsumption ordering on types inherent to
the type hierarchy. Woodbury et al. [18] also specify a gen-
erating procedure that relates feature structures with a
description (or type) that they satisfy, and that incremen-
tally generates more complete design structures. This
fact—that the generating procedure monotonically gener-
ates more complete information structures—could be inter-
preted as excluding the possibility for information loss and
thus making design states reversible. However, the inclu-
sion of an information removal operator is possible provid-
ing more flexibility at the cost of limiting search strategies
[18]. Datta [20] also presents a visual notation for repre-
senting design correspondence between designer and typed
feature structures, using the concepts of mixed initiative
and rational conversation.

4. Sorts

We consider a semi-constructive algebraic formalism for
design representations, termed sorts [21], that enables rep-
resentations to be compared with respect to scope and cov-
erage and that presents a uniform approach for dealing
with and manipulating data constructs. Similarly to the
property-oriented modeling approach [17], sorts can be
considered as hierarchical structures of properties, where
each property specifies a data type. Properties can be col-
lected and a collection of one or more properties can be
assigned as an attribute to another property. Alternatively,
sorts can be considered as class structures, specifying either
a single data type or a composition of other class struc-
tures. Like a primitive data type, a primitive sort is the basic
entity, conceptually, specifying a set of similar data entities,
e.g., a class of objects, equivalently, a set of tuples solving a
system of equations. For example, points and lines are
sorts, as are triangles and squares. Sorts are not limited
to geometrical objects; colors are sortal, as are other data
types.

A sort is typically a composition of other sorts. We con-
sider two constructive operators on sorts. An attribute

operator (denoted ‘^’) specifies a (conjunctively) subordi-
nate composition of sorts. For example, consider a plan
of a room, represented as a set of line segments, with the
line segments distinguished by type, i.e., each segment rep-
resents a wall, door or window. A corresponding sort,
denoted plan, may be a composition under the attribute
operator of a sort of line segments, segments, and a sort

of labels, types:

plan: (segments: [LineSegment]) ^ (types: [Label])

A resulting data construct, or data form, consists of line
segments with associated type labels, such that each line
segment has one or more type labels, such as ‘wall’, ‘door’



Fig. 2. Two sortal structures, including a graphical depiction of the
respective sort, consisting of line segments and type labels: (left) segments
with types as attributes and (right) types with segments as attributes. The
grey box contains the result of the description above it (through automatic
conversion).
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or ‘window’, assigned as attribute (Fig. 2 (left)). Obviously,
the ordering of the operands is of importance; by switching
the ordering of the sorts segments and types under the attri-
bute operator, we group the line segments by their type:

elements: types ^ segments

Converting the data form of plan to the new sort ele-
ments results in a collection of (three) type labels, where
each label has one or more line segments as attribute
(Fig. 2 (right)). These are the respective line segments that
have this label as their type.

We also define a disjunctive operation of sum (denoted
‘+’). For example, we can define a sort of points and line
segments from a sort of points and a sort of line segments
under the operation of sum:

points_and_segments: (points: [Point]) + segments

A resulting data entity can be either a point or a line seg-
ment (Fig. 3). The ordering of the operands under the oper-
ation of sum is not important; the operator is commutative
and associative.

Similarly to the property-oriented modeling approach
[17], the collection of properties of a sort is not predefined.
This allows sortal structures to be modified easily, both by
adding and removing properties, and by altering the con-
structive relationships. For this purpose, we consider prop-
erty relationships and data functions (see Section 7.2) too
as sortal properties, such that these can be dealt with in
Fig. 3. A sortal structure of a composition of points and line segments
under the operation of sum.
the same way. While sorts are similarly conceived, there
is, at least, one exception: the association of properties to
a sort occurs through sortal attribution—that is, each
property of a sort is itself a sort. Primitive sorts are the
exceptions to this rule. Like primitive data types, primitive
sorts are the smallest building blocks for constructing sor-
tal representational structures. Primitive sorts combine to
form composite sorts under the constructive operators on
sorts. A primitive sort defines the domain of possible val-
ues, e.g., a primitive sort of weights specifies the domain
of positive real numbers, and a primitive sort of line seg-
ments specifies the domain of intervals on linear carriers.
Primitive sorts may be constrained over the extent of their
domain, for example, limiting weights to values between 0
and 1.

5. A subsumption relationship over sorts

Under the disjunction operator, any entity of the result-
ing sort is necessarily an entity of one of the constituent
sorts. Sortal disjunction consequently defines a subsump-
tion relationship on sorts (denoted ‘6’), as follows:

a 6 b () aþ b ¼ b;

a disjunctive sort subsumes each constituent sort.
Most logic-based formalisms, including typed feature

structures, link subsumption directly to information speci-
ficity, that is, a structure is subsumed by another, if this
structure contains strictly more information than the other.
The subsumption relationship on sorts can also be consid-
ered in terms of information specificity, however, there is a
distinction to be drawn in the way in which subsumption is
treated in sorts and in first-order logic-based representa-
tional formalisms as exemplified by type feature structures.
First-order logic formalisms generally consider a relation
of inclusion (hyponymy relation), commonly denoted as
an is-a relationship. Sorts, on the other hand, consider a
part-of relationship (meronymy relation).

Two simple examples illustrate this distinction. Consider
a disjunction of a sort of points and a sort of line segments;
this allows for the representation of both points and line
segments. We can say that the sort of points forms part
of the sort of points and line segments—note the part-of
relationship (Fig. 4). In first-order logic, this corresponds
to the union of points and line segments. We can say that
both are bounded geometrical entities of zero or one
dimensions—note the is-a relationship.

This distinction becomes even more important when we
consider an extension of sortal subsumption to attribution.
Consider a sort of cost types as a sort of type labels with
cost values associated under the attribute relationship:

cost_types: types ^ (costs: [Weight])

For example, these cost values may be specified per unit
length or surface area for building components. If we lessen
the conjunctive character of the attribute operator by



Fig. 4. Two sortal structures: (left) points and (right) points and line segments under the operation of sum, with the first sort/structure being part of the
second sort/structure. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above them.

Fig. 5. Three sortal structures: (left) type labels and cost values under the attribute operator, (middle) only type labels and, again, (right) type labels and
cost values, where the second sort/structure is part of the third sort/structure. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above them.
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making the cost attribute entity optional, then, we can con-
sider a type label to be a cost type without an associated
cost value or, preferably, a type label to be part of a cost
type, that is, the sort of types is part of the sort of cost types
(Fig. 5). Vice versa, the sort of cost types subsumes the sort

of types or, in general:

a 6 a ^ b:

In logic formalisms, a relational construct is used to repre-
sent such associations. For example, in description logic
[22], roles are defined as binary relationships between con-
cepts. Consider a concept Label and a concept Color; the
concept of colored labels can then be represented as
Label \ $hasAttribute.Color,1 denoting those labels that
have an attribute that is a color. Here, \ denotes intersec-
tion and $R.C denotes full existential quantification with
respect to role R and concept C. It follows then that
Label \ $hasAttribute.Color � Label; that is, the concept
of labels subsumes the concept of colored labels—this is
quite the reverse of how it is considered in sorts.

Another important distinction is that first-order logic-
based representations generally make for an open world
assumption—that is, nothing is excluded unless it is done
so explicitly. For example, polygon objects may have an
assigned color. When looking for a yellow square, logically,
every square is considered a potential solution—unless, it
has an explicitly specified color, or it is otherwise known
not to have the yellow color. The fact that a color is not
specified does not exclude an object from potentially being
yellow. As such, logic-based representations are automati-
cally considered to be incomplete. Sorts, on the other hand,
1 Note that this syntax differs slightly from the syntax adopted by
Baader et al. [22], which, for example, differentiates the intersection
constructor on concepts from the operation of intersection on interpre-
tations. Interpretations do not play a role in this example.
hold to a closed world assumption. That is, we work with
just the data we have. A polygon has a color only if one is
explicitly assigned: when looking for a yellow square, any
square will not do; it has to have the yellow color assigned.
This restriction is used to constrain emergence (see Section
7.1). Another way of looking at this distinction between the
open or closed world assumptions is to consider their
applicability to knowledge representation. To reiterate,
logic-based representations essentially represent knowl-
edge; sorts, on the other hand, are intended to represent
data—any reasoning is based purely on present (or emer-
gent) data.
6. A behavioral specification for sorts

Each sort has a behavioral specification, governing how
data entities combine and intersect, and what the result is
of subtracting one data entity from another or from a col-
lection of entities from the same sort. This behavioral spec-
ification is an important ingredient of sorts; it is a
prerequisite for the uniform handling of different and a pri-
ori unknown data structures and the effective exchange of
data between various representations. Consider the associ-
ation of building performance data to design geometries.
The behavior of these data, as a result of an alteration to
the geometry, can be expressed through a number of oper-
ations chosen to match the expected behavior. When an
application receives data along with its behavioral specifi-
cation, the application can then correctly interpret, manip-
ulate, and represent this information without unexpected
data loss. For instance, at the representational level, oper-
ations that may otherwise seem trivial, such as adding or
removing data entities, become resolutely non-trivial—for
instance, the addition of two numbers when these represent
cardinal values (e.g., a number of columns that is



Fig. 6. Two sortal structures of type labels: the data form is constructed
by adding (left) and subtracting (right), respectively, a reference data form
to/from itself. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective
descriptions above them.

Fig. 7. The specification of the boundary collections Ix, Ox, Iy, Oy, M and
N, given two collections of intervals x (above) and y (below).
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increased) and when these represent ordinal values (e.g.,
for a given space, determining the minimum distance to a
fire exit or the (maximum) amount of ventilation required
given a variety of activities), and similarly, additive versus
subtractive colors, depending on whether these refer to the
mixing of surface paints or colors of light, respectively.
Fortunately, behavioral specification is reasonably limited
to the common operations of addition (combining entities),
subtraction, and product (intersecting entities). The
common CAD operations of creation and deletion, and
selection and deselection, can all be expressed as some com-
bination of addition and subtraction from one design space
(sort) to another. The complex operations of grouping and
layering can be treated likewise [23].

We consider a behavioral specification based on a part
relationship on the entities of a sort, with the sortal opera-
tions of addition, subtraction, and product defined in
accordance to this part relationship. The specification of
the part relationship is depended on the kind of data being
considered. Before presenting any exemplar behavioral
specifications, first we consider the interaction between
individual data entities and collections of data entities
under the part relationship. Consider a data form of a sort

to be a collection of zero, one or more data entities of the
same sort. Consider the part relationship on the entities of
a sort to apply equally to the data forms of this sort: an
entity is part of a data form, if it is part of one or more enti-
ties in this collection; a data form is part of another data
form, if each entity in the former collection is part of the
latter data form. Then, the addition of two data forms
(or entities) of the same sort results in a new data form,
such that both operand forms are part of the resulting
form. Likewise, the product of two data forms is a data
form, possibly empty, that is a part of both operand forms.
Finally, the subtraction of one data form from another
results in a third data form, possibly empty, that is part
of the second data form.

The simplest specification of a part relationship corre-
sponds to the subset relationship in mathematical sets.
Such a part relationship applies to points and labels, e.g.,
a point is part of another point only if they are identical,
and a label is a part of a collection of labels only if it is
identical to one of the labels in the collection (Fig. 6). Here,
sortal operations of addition, subtraction, and product cor-
respond to set union, difference, and intersection, respec-
tively. In other words, if x and y denote two data
collections of a sort of points (or labels), and X and Y

denote the corresponding sets of data elements, i.e., sets
of points (or labels), then (x : X specifies X as a representa-
tion of x)

x : X ^ y : Y ) x 6 y () X � Y
xþ y : X [ Y
x� y : X=Y
x � y : X \ Y

Another kind of part relationship corresponds to interval
behavior. Consider, for example, the specification of a part
relationship on line segments. A line segment may be
considered as an interval on an infinite line (or carrier);
in general, one-dimensional quantities, such as time, can
be treated as intervals. An interval is a part of another
interval if it is embedded in the latter; intervals on the same
carrier that are adjacent or overlap combine into a single
interval. Specifically, a behavior for intervals can be
expressed in terms of the behavior of the boundaries of
intervals. Let B[x] denote the boundary of a collection x
of intervals and, given two collections x and y, let Ix denote
the collection of boundaries of x that lie within y, Ox

denote the collection of boundaries of x that lie outside
of y, M the collection of boundaries of both x and y where
the respective intervals lie on the same side of the bound-
ary, and N the collection of boundaries of both x and y

where the respective intervals lie on opposite sides of the
boundary (Figs. 7 and 8) [24]. Then

x : B½x� ^ y : B½y� ) x 6 y () Ix ¼ 0 ^ Oy ¼ 0 ^ N ¼ 0

xþ y : B½xþ y� ¼ Ox þ Oy þM

x� y : B½x� y� ¼ Ox þ Iy þ N

x � y : B½x � y� ¼ Ix þ Iy þM

This behavior applies to indefinite intervals too, providing
that there is an appropriate representation of both (infinite)
ends of its carrier. Likewise, behaviors can be specified for
area intervals (plane segments) and volume intervals (poly-
hedral segments). The equations above still apply though
the construction of Ix, Ox, Iy, Oy, M, and N is more com-
plex (Fig. 9) [24].
6.1. Compositional behaviors

Behaviors apply to composite sorts as well, that is, the
part relationship is defined on data entities belonging to a
sort defined by attribution or disjunction. Specifically, a



Fig. 8. Four sortal structures of line segments: two data forms are constructed by adding (middle) and subtracting (right), respectively, one reference data
form (left above) to/from another (left below). The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above them.

Fig. 9. The boundary collections Ix, Ox, Iy, Oy, M and N for two polyhedral segments x and y, and the collections of polyhedral segments resulting from
the operations x + y, x Æ y, x � y and y � x.
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composite sort inherits its behavior from its components in
a manner that depends on the compositional relationship.

For example, consider the following situation, common
in CAD applications, of classifying data entities, say line
segments, into layers. Here, we define the sort of layered
line segments as a composition under the attribute operator
of a sort of line segments and a sort of layer labels. When
layers are considered as attribute values, it may seem intu-
itive to allow just a single-layer label for each line segment
(most CAD applications do not normally allow the same
object to exist in multiple layers at the same time). How-
ever, there is no common notion of a layer ordering (or a
corresponding part relationship) that can be used to define
sortal operations on layer labels. Instead, if we were to
allow a set of layer labels to be assigned as an attribute
to a line segment, the result may be interpreted as a collec-
tion of identical copies of the same line segment existing in
different layers, and could be presented as such to the user.
In order to deal with or manipulate a single-layer copy,
that is, a copy of the line segment associated with a single
label (or singleton subset of labels), this copy needs to be
differentiated from the other copies of the same line seg-
ment existing in the other layers. The sortal entity repre-
senting the single-layer line segment is a part of another
sortal entity representing a multi-layer line segment if the
first line segment is a part of the second (under the interval
behavior for line segments) and if the single label of the first
entity is a member of the set of labels for the second entity
(Fig. 10). Consequently, by subtracting the first entity from
the second, the single-layer line segment is distinguished
(i.e., selected) from the remainder.

Thus, under the attribute operator, a data entity is part
of a data form if it is a part of the data entities of the first
component sort, and if it has an attribute form that is a
part of the respective attribute form(s) of the data entity
(or entities) of the first component sort it is a part of. When
data forms of the same composite sort (under attribution)
are pairwise summed (differenced or intersected), identical
data entities merge, and their attribute forms combine,
under this operation.

The disjunctive operator distinguishes, instead, all oper-
and sorts such that each data entity belongs explicitly to
one of these sorts. For example, a sort of points and lines
distinguishes each data entity as either a point or a line.



Fig. 10. Two sortal structures consisting of line segments and layer (type) labels: (left) segments with layers as attributes and (right) types with segments as
attributes. The second data form is constructed by subtracting the wall-layer segments from the first data form, thereby distinguishing the window-layer
and door-layer segments as single-layer elements. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective description above them.
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Consequently, a data entity is part of a disjunctive data
form if it is a part of the partial data form of entities from
the same component sort. In other words, data forms from
different component sorts, under disjunction, never inter-
act; the resulting data form is the set of forms from all com-
ponent sorts. When the operations of addition, subtraction
or product are applied to two data forms of the same
disjunctive sort, the operation applies to the respective
component forms.

6.2. Behaviors and data loss

Behaviors play an important role when assessing data
loss in data exchange between different sorts. When reorga-
nizing the composition of sorts under the attribute opera-
tor, the corresponding behavior may be altered in such a
way as to trigger data loss. Consider a behavior for weights
(e.g., line thicknesses or surface tones) as is apparent from
drawings on paper—a single line drawn multiple times,
each time with a different thickness, appears as if it were
drawn once with the largest thickness, even though it
assumes the same line with other thicknesses (see also
[25]). When using numeric values to represent weights,
the part relation on weights corresponds to the less-than-
or-equal relation on numeric values;

x : fmg ^ y : fng ) x 6 y () m 6 n

xþ y : fmaxðm; nÞg
x� y : fg if m 6 n; else fmg
x � y : fminðm; nÞg

Thus, weights combine into a single weight, with its value
as the least upper bound of the respective individual
weights, i.e., their maximum value. Similarly, the common
value (intersection) of a collection of weights is the greatest
lower bound of the individual weights, i.e., their minimum
value. The result of subtracting one weight from another is
either a weight that equals the numeric difference of their
values or zero (i.e., no weight), and this depends on their
relative values.

Now consider a sort of weighted entities, say line seg-
ments and cost values per unit length, i.e., a sort of line seg-
ments with attribute cost values:

cost_segments: segments ^ costs

and a sort of entity weights or segment costs, i.e., a sort of
cost values with attribute line segments:

segment_costs: costs ^ segments

A collection of weighted segments defines a set of dis-
joint line segments, each having a single weight assigned
(possibly the maximum value of various weights assigned
to the same line segment). These weights (cost values)
may be different for different (disjoint) line segments. The
behavior of the collection is, in the first instance, the behav-
ior for line segments. On the other hand, a collection of
segment weights, which is defined as a single weight (which
is the maximum of all weights considered) with an attribute
collection of line segments, adheres, in the first instance, to
the behavior for weights. In both cases, line segments are
associated with weights, or, cost values. However, in the
first case, different (disjoint) line segments may be associ-
ated with different cost values, whereas, in the second case,
all line segments are associated with the same cost value. In
a conversion from the first to the second sort, data loss is
inevitable (Fig. 11).



Fig. 11. Three sortal structures consisting of line segments and cost weights (and type labels): (left above) (types and) costs with segments as attributes,
(right) segments with costs as attributes and (left below). In each conversion from one sortal structure to the next, data loss occurs due to the behavioral
specification for weights. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above them.
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An understanding of when and where exact translation
of data between different sorts or representations is or is
not possible is important for assessing data integrity and
controlling data flow [16], especially when considering a
constructive approach to data representations. Data loss
can easily be assessed under the subsumption relationship.
If one sort subsumes another, exact translation is trivial
from the part to the whole. If both sorts subsume a third,
exact translation only applies to the data that can be said
to belong to the third sort. When the subsumption rela-
tionship does not apply—as is the case in the example
above—sorts can still be compared, based on their compo-
sitional structures, their behavioral specifications, and
their naming [26]. If two sorts are structurally identical,
exact translation of data is guaranteed, except for a possi-
ble loss of semantic identity. Otherwise, data loss depends
also on their behavioral specifications, as in the example
above.

7. Representational design queries

Computational design relies on effective data representa-
tions, not just for the specification of design artifacts, but
also for querying the characteristics of such artifacts. With
respect to geometry, Mäntylä [27] remarked that (geomet-
ric) representations must adequately answer ‘‘arbitrary
geometric questions algorithmically’’. Even without the
emphasis on geometric information, this remains as impor-
tant today. However, computational design applications
tend to focus on tools, operations and representations for
the creation and manipulation of design artifacts. Tech-
niques for querying receive less attention and are often
constrained by the data representation that is adopted.
Nevertheless, querying a design is as much an intricate
aspect of the design process as is creation and manip-
ulation.
Querying design information generally requires the anal-
ysis of existing information in order to derive new informa-
tion that is not explicitly available in the information
structure. Furthermore, a viable query language has to be
based on a model for representing the different kinds of
information that adhere to a consistent logic, providing
access to information in a uniform and consistent manner,
so that new queries can be easily constructed and posed,
based on intent instead of availability. Stouffs and Krish-
namurti [28] show how a query language for querying
graphical design information can be built from basic oper-
ations of addition, subtraction and product (or intersec-
tion) and geometric relations—all defined as part of a
representation for geometric entities augmented with attri-
butes—and operations that are derived from techniques of
data recognition and counting. For example, by augment-
ing networks of (utility) lines that are represented as vol-
umes (or plane segments) with labels as attributes, and by
combining these augmented geometries under the opera-
tion of addition, as defined for the representational model,
colliding lines specifically result in geometries that have
more than one label as attribute (for example, in
Fig. 10(left), overlapping layered line segments result in
multi-layer line segments, i.e., segments that have more
than one layer label). These collisions can easily be
counted, while the labels associated with each geometry
identify the colliding lines, and the geometry itself specifies
the location of the collision [28].

7.1. Emergence

Data recognition, or pattern matching, plays an impor-
tant role in the specification of design queries. The part
relationship underlying the behavioral specifications for a
sort enables data recognition to be implemented for this
sort. Since composite sorts inherit their behavior and part
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relationship from their component sorts, any technical dif-
ficulties in implementing data recognition apply just once,
for each primitive sort.

Under the part relationship that underlies the behavioral
specification for a sort, any part of a data entity is itself a
data entity of the same sort. Depending on the specific part
relationship—thus, on the behavioral specification—an
entity potentially specifies an indefinite number of
(sub)entities, each part of the original. For example, con-
sidering the interval behavior for line segments, any part
of a line segment is a line segment and we can deal with line
segments in indeterminate ways—that is, line segments
emerge (Fig. 12; also, in Fig. 10 (left), wall segments emerge
that lie on either side of a window or door segment). Emer-
gent information is the result of a new interpretation of
existing information and relies on a restructuring of the
information that is not yet captured in the current informa-
tion structure. Creativity, as an activity in the design pro-
cess, relies on emergent information, for example, when
the design provides new insights that lead to a new inter-
pretation of constituent design entities. Supporting emer-
gence computationally provides the designer with the
freedom to reinterpret a design in any way, and have this
interpretation sustained by the system.

Recognizing emergent information structures requires
determining a transformation under which a specified
structure or pattern is similar to a part of the original infor-
mation structure [29]. Which kinds of transformations are
permitted depends on the kind of information being recog-
nized. For example, in spatial recognition, the transforma-
tions are, commonly, Euclidean: a square must be
computationally recognized as a square, irrespective of
scale, orientation or location. Similarly, transformations
can be considered for other kinds of information, for exam-
ple, search-and-replace in text editing allows for case trans-
formations of the constituent letters.

Recognizing emergent information is useful, especially,
when the emergent information is subsequently the subject
of an operation or manipulation, as in situations that rely
on a restructuring of emergent information. Data recogni-
tion and subsequent manipulation can be considered part
of a single computation s � f(a) + f(b), where s is a data
form, a is a representation of the data pattern, f is a trans-
Fig. 12. Two or three squares: if the figure is constructed from two
squares specified as a collection of eight line segments, then the third
square can be recognized and its line segments will emerge under the part
relationship.
formation under which a is a part of s, and f(b) is the data
replacing f(a) in s. Krishnamurti and Stouffs [30] discuss
s � f(a) + f(b) as a computational expression of spatial
change, derived from a shape rule a! b. Rule application,
then, consists of replacing the emergent data corresponding
to a, under some allowable transformation, by b, under the
same transformation.

Formally and technically, rules can be grouped as a
device for specifying a language, namely, the set of all
designs generated from an initial design, employing the
rules to arrive at the design. In spatial design, the specifi-
cation of rules leads naturally to the generation and explo-
ration of possible spatial designs. Both Mitchell [31] and
Stiny [32], and more recently, in a special issue on design
spaces [33], some authors have remarked on the impor-
tance of emergent spatial elements and/or rules in design
search. Stouffs and Krishnamurti [34] present a few
examples of generational design formalisms that can be
expressed using sorts. These are all spatial formalisms,
emphasizing spatial compositions of geometric and attri-
bute information. Stiny [35] perceptively notes that the
spatial rules within these formalisms, used to compose
spatial elements in designs, often go hand in hand with
informal, verbal descriptions providing main details of
the functional elements comprising designs. He suggests
the specification of a descriptive formalism that, explicitly,
recursively constructs the intended descriptions of designs,
thereby augmenting the spatial formalism. Duarte [36]
presents such a descriptive formalism for generating
housing briefs. Such developments not only broaden the
application domain for rule-based formalisms in design,
but also accentuate the role sorts can play in offering a
component-based approach for building rule-based design
systems, utilizing a uniform characterization of such
formalisms.

7.2. Data functions

In order to consider counting and other functional
behavior as part of the representational approach, sorts

consider data functions as a data kind, offering functional
behavior integrated into the data constructs. Data func-
tions are assigned to apply to one or more selected property
attributes2 of selected sorts, each of which may, itself, be a
data function. The resulting value of the data function is
then computed from the values of the respective property
attributes of valid compositions of data entities of these
sorts. A composition of data entities is a valid composition
if the data entities are encountered along the same rela-
tional path, with some restrictions. Therefore, the target
sorts must be related to the data function’s sorts within
the representational structure under a sequence of one or
more constructive relationships. The resulting value is
automatically recomputed each time the data structure is
2 When sorts are considered as class structures, the property attributes
correspond to class methods.
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traversed, e.g., when visualizing the structure. As a data
kind, data functions specify a functional description, a
result value, and one or more sorts and their respective
property attributes.

Data functions can introduce specific behaviors and
functionalities into representational structures, for the pur-
pose of counting or other numerical or geometric opera-
tions. Consider, for example, a sort of building elements,
e.g., a composition of line segments and type labels as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 (left). By augmenting the corresponding
data form with a counting function applied to any property
attribute of the line segments, the value of this function is
then automatically computed as the number of all line seg-
ments. For example, the function ‘‘count(segments.length)’’
applies to the length property attribute of the sort segments

and adds one to the result value for each encounter of a
valid data entity, i.e., a line segment (Fig. 13 (left)). The
resulting sort, denoted total_count, is a composition of a
sort of functions, functions, and the sort elements under
the attribute operator:

total_count: (functions: [Function]) ^ elements

The scope of the function—that is, the sorts’ data enti-
ties that relate to the function under a sequence of one or
more constructive relationships—is dependent on the posi-
tion of the function, or its sort, in the representational
structure. Moving the data function in the data con-
struct—e.g., by altering the compositional structure of
the representation—may alter the scope of the function
and, thereby, its result. In this way, altering the representa-
tional structure can be used as a technique for altering
design queries.

In the example above, the result is only an overall count;
if we wish to count the number of segments per type, we
only need to switch the order of the sorts functions and
types under the attribute operator:

count_per_type: types ^ functions ^ segments
Fig. 13. Two sortal structures consisting of line segments, type labels and cou
type. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above t
The specified function now becomes an attribute to each
type label, so that the number of segments is calculated not
once but three times, once for each type. The scope of each
function is limited to the line segments that are part of the
attribute form of this function. Thus, the resulting data
form consists of a collection of (three) type labels, each
of which has as attribute the function ‘‘count(seg-

ments.length)’’ with as value the number of line segments
that are an attribute to this function (Fig. 13 (right)).

Rather than counting the respective numbers of line seg-
ments, we can also calculate an overall cost for the walls,
doors and windows, based on a specification of the cost
per unit length. Two modifications are required for this.
Firstly, a cost value needs to be added as an attribute to
each type:

total_cost: functions ^ types ^ costs ^ segments

Secondly, the count function needs to be replaced by an
inner product function applying to the numeric value prop-
erty attribute of the sort costs and the length property attri-
bute of the sort segments: ‘‘sumjproduct(costs.value,
segments.length)’’. The data form that results consists of
this function and an attribute form containing the three
labels. In turn, each label has a cost value as attribute
and this cost value has the respective line segments as an
attribute form (Fig. 14(left)). Again, by switching the order
of the sorts functions and types, we calculate the cost per
type (Fig. 14 (right)):

cost_per_type: types ^ functions ^ costs ^ segments

Finally, we consider other functions for other purposes.
For example, we can calculate the distance from a certain
point within the room to each of the elements. First, we cal-
culate the average distance from this point to each of the
elements, using an average over distance function that is
applied to the position vector of this point and the end
position vectors of each line segment, ‘‘avgjdist2lnseg(points.
nting function(s): (left) one overall function and (right) one function per
hem.



Fig. 14. Two sortal structures consisting of line segments, type labels, cost values and inner product function(s): (left) one overall function and (right) one
function per type. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions above them.

Fig. 15. Two sortal structures consisting of line segments, type labels, a position and average distance function(s): (above) one overall function and
(below) one function per type. The grey boxes contain the results of the respective descriptions on the left.
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position, segments.getTail, segments.getHead)’’ (Fig. 15
(above)):

average_distance: functions ^ (positions: [Point]) ^ elements

Then, in order to determine the distance to each element
individually, we make the sort functions an attribute to the
sort segments:

distances: positions ^ types ^ segments ^ functions

When the sort functions becomes an attribute of the sort

segments, then, each segment has the function as an attri-
bute, such that the scope of each function is limited to this
one line segment, that is, it only calculates the distance to
this one line segment (Fig. 15 (below)).

If we not only want the individual distances, but also the
minimum overall distance, we can add another function,
‘‘min(functions.value)’’, that applies to the numeric value
property attribute of the other functions and calculates
the minimum value (Fig. 16 (above)):
Fig. 16. Two sortal structures consisting of line segments, type labels, a pos
(below) one function per type. The grey boxes contain the results of the respe
minimum_distance: functions ^ positions ^ types ^ segments ^
functions

In this sort, the sort functions appears twice, once to hold
the minimum value function and once to hold the (average
over) distance function. Alternatively, we can calculate the
minimum distance per type, e.g., for emergency safety rea-
sons, by reordering the attribute relationships such that the
minimum value function appears once per type (Fig. 16
(below)):

safety_distance: positions ^ types ^ functions ^ segments ^
functions
8. Discussion

Sorts present an algebraic formalism for constructing
design representations. In this paper, we consider sorts to
support the specification and use of multiple and evolving
representations in the context of building design. There-
ition and average distance function(s): (above) one overall function and
ctive descriptions on the left.
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fore, it is natural to compare sorts with existing efforts in
developing integrated product models. In the process of
establishing a product model, two steps—semantic and syn-

tactic—can be considered. The former refers to the concep-
tual development, the latter to the translation of this
conceptualization into a representational structure for
practical use. For example, the ISO STEP [37] standardiza-
tion effort includes both the definition of semantic informa-
tion models and the development of the EXPRESS
modeling language for generating product models. Some
efforts or developments focus primarily on one of these
steps. For example, the LexiCon [38] effort is mainly con-
cerned with a formal vocabulary for the storage and
exchange of information in the construction industry. On
the other hand, the Product Information Specification
(PIS) [39] framework solely defines a grammar for con-
structing product information. In its application to the pre-
cast concrete industry, the authors consider a basic lexicon
of 2500 distinct terms that through application of the
framework can lead to over 30,000 information items.

A sortal representation is a composition of sorts that can
easily be modified by adding and removing sorts or by
altering the constructive relationships, and that can be
given a name. As such, sorts consider a purely syntactic
approach. Whereas the PIS framework considers the crite-
rion of consistency between terms to prevent lexical and
structural ambiguities in the definition of terms [39], any
sort can have any meaning (or name) assigned, without
any constraints. Synonyms, i.e., the use of different terms,
or sorts, to refer to the same concept, are absolutely possi-
ble. To some extent (through context/author identifica-
tion), sorts even allow for homonyms, i.e., the use of a
single term to refer to different concepts. The notion behind
this is that ambiguity can be useful in order to express vary-
ing views, for example, mirroring reality, or because of
changing views over time. Obviously, ambiguity is only
useful if it can be dealt with, that is, if the means are avail-
able to identify and resolve ambiguity when necessary. The
subsumption relationship over sorts, in combination with a
behavioral specification of sorts, allows sortal representa-
Fig. 17. A network of sortal structures, and correspondi
tions to be compared and related with respect to scope
and coverage, sortal structures to be converted automati-
cally according to such relationships, and data loss to be
assessed when converting data from one representation to
another. In this way, ambiguity can be dealt with in sorts.

Product-modeling efforts can also be distinguished by
their objectives. In principle, the major purposes for devel-
oping product models are exchanging product data and
integrating project/product lifecycle information [39].
However, considering the various phases in building and
construction processes and the various disciplines and
knowledge domains that are involved, product-modeling
initiatives that attempt to describe the entire building
throughout its entire lifecycle, from conception to demoli-
tion, are huge endeavors that require immense resources.
Even if partially successful [3], they leave room for alterna-
tive efforts that target specific phases, knowledge domains
and/or interactions. As an example, Object Trees [40] con-
stitute an approach primarily aimed at the construction-
planning phase of large-scale construction projects, and
offer a methodology for developing representational object
trees that correspond to concept hierarchies of construction
aspects, elements and their attributes.

Sorts emphasize the flexibility to construct various rep-
resentational structures for varying purposes, over time
or considering alternative point of views. Throughout this
paper, we have presented numerous examples of sorts and
sortal structures that were derived one from another, for
representing, querying and deriving different yet related
data sets. Fig. 17 shows a subset of these sortal structures,
and corresponding sorts, with their derivational
relationships.

Sorts are not aimed at replacing integrated product
models, but only at complementing them. Whereas prod-
uct models primarily pertain to technical product data,
building design information also concerns abstract con-
cepts such as space and functions, user and user activities,
design intent and rationale, and other related information
and documents, including images, movies, sounds,
reports, etc. In this respect, the strength of sorts, firstly,
ng sorts, and their derivations (from top to bottom).
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lies in the uniform model for dealing with all kinds of
information and data, based on a behavioral specification
for sorts. Secondly, the formal framework for constructing
sorts facilitates the comparison and relation of different
sorts with respect to scope and coverage, and the assess-
ment of data loss when converting data from one sortal
representation to another. The behavioral specification
for sorts also plays a role in assessing data loss. That
the part relationship underlying this behavioral specifica-
tion also facilitates data recognition (or emergence) is an
added bonus. Together, the uniform model, the part rela-
tionship underlying the behavioral specification, and the
additional integration of functional behavior into sortal
constructs, support the specification of a query language
and the development and implementation of generational
formalisms.

A first practical application of sorts was developed in the
context of a project building a toolset for the virtual AEC
industry, in particular, integrating a numerical constraint
solver in a document-centric collaboration environment
[41]. The application considered design information for a
steel-framed building project, especially, the dimensioning
of holes in steel beams (Fig. 18), in the form of design con-
straints and related information [41,42]. This information
consists, minimally, of a set of authors, a set of constraints
for each author, and a common set of variables with each
variable linked to the constraints defined over this variable.
An organization of the design information by kind, i.e.,
constraints, variables, authors, and other data, with entities
linked as appropriate, presents a straightforward and effi-
cient way of storing this information into a relational data-
base (Fig. 19(above)). In order to effectively support an
actual design session, the author’s design itself, i.e., his or
her design constraints, should form the focus of the infor-
mation organization (Fig. 19(below)). Other information
entities can be made accessible from these, thereby clarify-
ing each constraint’s context and role in the design. Specif-
ically, each constraint specifies the variables affected; each
variable, in turn, specifies the constraints from other
authors that are defined over this variable; and each of
these constraints specifies its author. Links to other data
can be additionally provided. A VRML visualization of
these sortal structures supports the user in evaluating the
Fig. 18. Design problem from a building projec
effect of altering a constraint on the design and whether
such a change may interfere with other constraints specified
by the collaboration partners [42].

Krishnamurti and Park [21] investigate the use of sorts
in the context of building construction, within a larger pro-
ject that ‘‘investigates ways of integrating suites of emerg-
ing evaluation technologies to help find, record, manage,
and limit the impact of construction defects.’’ The project
considers an Integrated Project Model (IPM) that is con-
tinuously updated to reflect on both the as-designed and
as-built building models. The as-designed model is
obtained as an IFC [4] file from a commercial parametric
design software, and contains geometric information and
some attribute data. Laser scanners provide accurate 3D
geometric as-built information. The laser scanned data is
processed into collections of surfaces that are matched
onto surfaces in the as-design model. Inconsistencies are
recorded as defect entities, connecting to both as-built
and as-designed entities. Embedded sensors provide fre-
quent quality related information. Sensor data are also
attached to related as-designed entities.

Sorts are adopted to provide the flexibility to generate
multiple views that serve the purposes of the different
collaborators in the project. These views include both
pre-defined and user-defined views. From a general view
of the IPM, that is, a dynamic graph representing the
IPM and its component connectivity, predefined sortal
description views of the model can be generated that
are participant-specific. In addition, dynamically defined
views can be generated by combining components in
the general view with specific functions (for example, vol-
ume calculation, face generation, etc.) [21]. As an exam-
ple, Park and Krishnamurti consider the use of sorts to
generate different information views of a target object.
‘‘The embedded sensor planner needs geometric informa-
tion, material type, and construction method of the target
object. On the other hand, the laser scan technician needs
the target region information, and target object geometry
and location’’ [21] (Fig. 20). In the view of the embedded
sensor planner, an object has a shape (specifying the geo-
metric information) and a collection of material types,
and each material type has one or more location values,
e.g.
t: the dimensioning of holes in steel beams.



Fig. 19. Sorts depicting a database view (above) and a user’s view (below), representing design information in the form of design constraints and related
information. Property sorts (middle) serve to represent the various links between the constraint expressions and, respectively, the author names, variable
names, and constraint solvers.
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embeddedSensor_target_slabs:
slabs ^ (shapes + material_types ^ locations)

The laser scanning technician’s view, on the other hand,
considers a single location for the target object instead of
multiple material locations, e.g.

laserScan_target_slabs:
slabs ^ (shapes + locations ^ material_types)
We have stated that the construction of a design rep-
resentation can be the result of correspondence that
forms part of the design process. This naturally raises
the question how such correspondence can be facilitated,
especially when representational structures become large.
First, we consider the ability to conceptualize representa-
tional structures. Specifically, we are considering the
definition of sorts as the specification of a concept
hierarchy that, subsequently, can be detailed into a repre-
sentational structure consisting of primitive sorts and
con- structive relationships. By separating the specifica-
tion of the representational semantics (the names of the
structures and their hierarchical relationships) from the
specification of the nuts and bolts (the data types and
their behaviors, and the distinction between disjunctively
compositional and attribute relationships) we aim to ease
a conceptualization of the intended representational
structures that facilitates their development (as reflected
in the graphical representation of sorts, e.g., depicted in
Fig. 19). Secondly, we consider the need for effective
(graphical) visualizations of (parts of) sortal structures
that can offer the user insight into these structures. In
particular, we are implementing dynamic visualizations
of these structures with variable focus and level of detail
[21]. Lastly, facilitating correspondence can only be
achieved when taking into account the practical context,
e.g., the design process, in which it is expected to take
place. Additional, larger-scale examples are being consid-
ered. These will need to prove the scalability of the
correspondence approach.



Fig. 20. Different representational needs on a slab (Ramesh Krishnamurti
and Kuhn Park).
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9. Conclusion

Supporting the early phases of design requires, among
others, support for the specification and use of multiple
and evolving representations, and for the exchange of
information between these representations. A complex
adaptive system can serve as a model for the development
of design representations, considering design representa-
tions as complex structures of properties and constructors.
Agreement on design representations can be achieved by
correspondence on the construction of these structures
and the naming of properties and substructures. Sorts pres-
ent a semi-constructive algebraic formalism for design rep-
resentations that supports this approach. Like many other
representational formalisms, sorts consider a subsumption
relationship that enables sorts to be compared with respect
to scope and coverage. Unlike most other representational
formalism that consider a subsumption relationship, sorts

are concerned with the representation of data (present
and emergent), not knowledge. As such, the definition of
a sort includes a behavioral specification, governing the
operational behavior of data entities and data forms under
the common operations of addition, subtraction and prod-
uct (or intersection). This behavioral specification plays an
important role when assessing data loss in data exchange
between different sorts. The part relationship underlying
this behavioral specification also enables emergence and
the implementation of data recognition. Sorts further con-
sider data functions as representational entities, offering
functional behavior integrated into data constructs. Data
recognition, data functions and common operations (of
addition, subtraction and product) and relationships can
form a basis for the specification of a query language for
design information. Altering the representational structure
additionally serves as a technique for altering design
queries.
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